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ABSTRACT
Planning of Distribution Systems is facing several new
challenges:
(1)The portion of decentralized renewable sources within
the distribution area is increasing (leading to inversion of
power flows and potential congestions).
(2)Prediction scenarios describing the future construction
of renewable energy sources resp. decommissioning of
conventional generation units are divergent and
heterogeneous.
(3)The asset base mainly built during economic
expansion periods within the last century are shifting to
critical states.
(4) Investment budgets are shrinking.
An isolated treatment of each aspect cannot lead to a
feasible approach since the objectives are in conflict to
each other. This paper
outlines
an
integrated
computational approach for
optimizing
all
aspects
simultaneously. The solution
is guided by actual planning
principles
of
planning
experts from the DSO
partner.

a large variety of target network structures for each
possible future situation. These structures may expose
inconsistencies between the different targets. Even if the
planer could manage these challenges the question which
network structure should be really implemented is left
open.

APPROACH
In order to address these challenges we propose
• to find the synergies between network expansion
planning and strategic asset management (Figure 2).
• to make use of automation by computer models and
optimization techniques.
• to combine the aspects of probabilistic scenario
identification,
network
expansion
planning,
maintenance planning, contingency analysis, asset
simulation, financial valuation and network
optimization.

INTRODUCTION
The
traditional
DSOplanning process tries to
identify a target network
structure for a given target
year in the future [1]. In a
deterministic world this
approach leads to reasonable
solutions. Unfortunately the
uncertainty imposed by
technical
and
political
developments
must
be
characterized as high in the
actual situation [2]. To cover all possible future
developments the network planer would have to construct
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Figure 1: Architecture “Smart Planning” approach
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Figure 2: Mergence of Asset Management and Network
Planning
Figure 1 shows the proposed architecture starting with a
prediction of demand and supply. We use public studies
estimating the development of the energy mix on a coarse
regional level. These studies provide the expectation
value of the future development in demand (customers)
and supply (renewable energy sources, conventional
generation units as well as new technologies) which can
be seen as the maximum in the distribution in Figure 1.
From these estimations we derive a scenario matrix which
reflects the uncertainty by specifying the variance in each
energy source for each year throughout the prediction
period.

DEMAND AND GENERATION FORECAST
The most likely scenario is provided by a DSO-driven
demand and supply prognosis based on forecasts of
regional demand and power generation potentials.
In presence of high uncertainty the most appropriate
method of describing future developments is given by the
scenario technique. Using the method one has to be aware
of the fact that scenario technique is a weak prediction
method also since the probability of each scenario has to
be estimated by experts a priori. Nevertheless both the
uncertainty imposed by changing regulatory as well as
political constraints and variation in the energy mix
disable alternative prediction methods.
Figure 3 shows the discretization of the expansion factor
for demand and all regarded renewable energy sources in
a dedicated year. The discretization is done to derive a set
of possible states for a scenario generation. As depicted,
the factors are given for a time interval of five years. A
linearization between each value period provides an
estimation of an annual development of the forecast.
Based on this information, the time series for these
expansion factors for all supplied regions is constructed
in order to define a dedicated scenario.
Additional work in this project is the scenario generation.
Based on the expected values given by the utilized study,
probabilistic assumptions are made to generate a set of
input variables (Demand, Wind, PV and Biomass) for
each analyzed time step along the planning horizon and
each scenario.
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Figure 3: Scenario measures

PLANNING RULE SET
The integrated optimization approach tries to include
expert knowledge in form of existing planning principles.
These principles are modelled as formal planning rules
which can be used by the optimizer to direct its search for
optimal solutions and therefore decrease complexity.
Figure 4 shows two examples for such rules: The
precondition of the rule describes the actual situation
which must be valid to activate the rule while the
postcondition gives the situation after the rule has been
applied. In the given example rules are shown which
reinforce the capacity of a transformer station from 40
MVA to 60 MVA. While rule 1 uses an additional
transformer of 20 MVA (which lead to a (n-1) secure
capacity of 40 MVA), the second rule replaces the oldest
transformer and adds a new transformer of 40 MVA
(which results in a (n-1) capacity of 20 MVA only).
Furthermore, the old transformer is added to the
transformer pool. The transformer pool is a storage of
transformers that life time has not been expired yet and
provides flexibility for future congestions. Beside the
treatment of transformers the rule set defines the
extension of transformer stations also. In the given
example the transformer station capacity remains constant
providing space for 3 transformers in total per site.
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10]. The approach includes the definition of asset groups,
objective measures and rules sets for feasible actions. The
Asset Simulation applies an ageing process over all assets
within the asset base assigning each asset to a state like
(e.g. good, medium, critical). Depending on these states
certain actions (like removal, new construction or
replacement) are triggered. The IO.Netz approach needs a
differentiation of the individual location of assets, for
instance to include the effects of new generation sites.
The realization of a location based representation of
assets (left columns) and the ageing chain (upper right
area) is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 4: Excerpt from planning rule set

POWER FLOW SIMULATION
The compliance of the capacity constraints of the network
elements are verified by power flow calculations (s.
). To solve the proposed optimization problem, the
computation time has to be reduced for both, multiscenario calculations and for security analysis.
In providing (n-1)-security, the failure of each network
element has to be taken into account. As computational
effort is significantly increasing with the number of
network elements (
combinations), full AC load flow
calculations are performed for the base case (n-0) and
critical n-1-combinations. The latter are derived by the
utilization of the DC load flow equations. A methodology
is applied using Line Outage Distribution Factors (LODF)
to estimate the influence of a line outage on the remaining
elements [4]. The LODFs are calculated analysing the
simplified admittance matrix by the use of the DC
equations. Ex-ante, one DC power flow is performed
determining the flow of the base case. Afterwards, the
composition of the base case and the application of the
LODFs results in a load flow for each failure. The critical
outages are derived by filtering the line loadings using a
defined threshold value (e.g. 90%). First applications
have shown a good approximation with an error about 25% depending on the size of the network structure.
As a result, the speed of n-1-contingency analysis is
improved performing only a set of AC load flow
calculations. Finally, the overall effect is given by the
number of analysed set of scenario values. Hence, the
simulation results provide the required information about
location and size of capacity need (functional
requirement).

ASSET SIMULATION
The foundation of the Integrated Optimization is
modelled by time dependent relations within the dynamic
Asset Simulation. The Asset Simulation provides an
industry proofed tool [5,6,7,8] which is based on the
transparent method of cause and effect dependencies [9,
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Figure 5: Asset Simulation GUI

ASSET OPTIMIZATION
The search space of an integrated optimization defined by
a combination of the dimensions time, geography, asset
type (defined in the given rule set) and multiple scenarios
leads to a high complexity. Decision variables are given
by discrete domain in contrast to [8]. The problem is
further characterized by several restrictions:
 no contingencies
 limitations in global resources
 obligation to connect new suppliers
The principle of the asset optimization flow can be
described by the following steps: The Dynamic Asset
Simulation provides an objective measure (network
budget, -quality, - risk, rev cap value) per scenario. The
total objective measure is derived by a scenario weighted
sum of target measures over all scenarios. Each scenario
is further checked for contingencies and if a contingency
is detected it is resolved by a scenario specific action
from the rule set leading to additional costs.
The approach uses the stochastic optimization method of
a Genetic Algorithm as a variation of Evolutionary
Algorithms [12]. The application of user defined rule sets
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for actions within the network will narrow the final search
space and thus leading to a reduced complexity.

CASE STUDY
The chosen approach used is derived from a planning
process of a large regional DSO.

for an analysis of a real distribution system. The
practicability will be demonstrated by end of 2013 by
integrating the different modules in the asset optimization
process.
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